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pPreliminary Design Review Plan
DRL Item 3, DRD MA-069TC
1.0	 General
The Preliminary Design Reviews (PDR's) for the SMS
will be held incrementally consistent with the activity schedules
fc,r the respective subsystems ,nd Work Packages.	 The remainder
of this paragraph describes general ground rules for each PDR
to be held.	 The specific agendas for each paragraph are
6
described in paragraph 2.
Reviews will be held at the location (Houston - Bingham-
ton or APO) responsible for design activities. 	 A Singer
representative will be assigned to take minutes at each PDR;
these minutes will be signed off by both NASA and Singer to
signify completion of each PDR. 	 These minutes will be incorporated
into the Design Review Summary Report (DRL Item 4, DRD CM-024TC).
The documentation submitted for.use during the PDR's
" Includes:
r	 i
4•> For Software PDR's
• 1)	 Preliminary Interface Control Documents (DRL
Item 12, DRD CMO22TB)
	
(When applicable).
2)	 System Performance Requirements (Part of DRL
Item 23, DRD 5E-079TA)




4)	 Assumptions (DRL Item 27, DRD 5E-084TB).
-2-
1	 t
5) Design Data List (DRL Item 27, DRD 5E-084TB)
[ !	 For Hardware PDR's
4
r	 1) Preliminary Interface Control Documents (When
t	 applicable).
2) CEI Specifications, Part I (DRL Item 8, DRD
e
5E-227T).
3) Deviations and Trade-Offs (Part of DRL Item 23,
DRD SE-079TA).
4) Assumptions (DRL Item 27, DRD SE-084TB)
5) Design Data List (DRL Item 27, DRD 5E-084TB).
Changes to Type I documentation (CEI Specification
or the Interface Control Document), when agreed to during




The following sheets give the agendas for each PDR,
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Introduction & Overall Requirements 9:00 AM
Power and Grounding Hardware
Design	 9:10 A14
CEI Review	 10:30
Data Book Review	 10:45
Open Discussion	 10:50
WP #20 (Crew Station
Introduction & Overall Requirements 1:00 PM
Controls & Display Hardware
Design	 1:15
Fwd Structure Hardware Design	 2:30
CEI Review	 2:50
Data Book Review 	 3:15
Open Discussion	 3:30
April 21, 1976 - WP #22 (IOS)
Intruction & Overall Requirements	 9:00 AM
IS/OS Console Panel Design	 9:10 AM
CRT Hardware Design	 10:30 AM
CEI & Data Book Review	 11:30 AM
Lunch	 12:00 AM






























































































































































13 1.2.2.1—VEH CYN—BGM SFWR
14 1.2.2.2—MCCI INTEC—SFWR
HDWR









18 1.2.3.1—SUPPORT SFWR (BGM)—IOS OFF—LINE
IOS ON—LINE






































































































17 1.2.2.5—IP&C—VIDEO PROCESSOR & VIS EFFECTS
GEN.	 5/14/6
TIMING/SYNC	 5/14/6
VIS PWR SYS	 5/14/6





20	 1.2.4.1-CREW STATION-COCKPIT SUPPORT STRUCT 4/16/6
FWD SHELF. & FLOOR FRAME 4/16/6
AFT SHELL & FLOOR FRAME 4/16/6
FWD O/H STRUCT 4/16/6
FWD CONTROL INSTL 4/16/6
AFT MSS & OOS STRUCT 4/16/6
FWD CTR CONSOLF`:,.NLS 4/16/6
FWD CONSOLE PANELS 4/16/6
FWD L/H & R/H CONSOLE PNLS 4/16/6
FWD O/H CONSOLE PANELS 4/16/6




























23 1.2.4.3-DIGITAL COMPUTER COMPLEX
24 1.2.4.4-SCE & ANCIL EQUIP-SCE & WTFC
CABINETS
POWER CABINET
PERIPHERAL CABINETS:
CTE
VOICE COMM
AURAL CUE
7%30/6
7/30/6
7/30/6
10/1/6
10/1/6
8/27/6
8/27/6
7/30/6
8/27/6
4/30/6
4/16/6
7/2/6
5/14/6
7/2/6
-5-
